Preschool Order Checklist

Before deciding the amount you will need, choose which preschool titles you will be using this year.

**Skipper:** Hearing Bible Stories / Hearing about God

**Scooter:** Learning about Living / Learning about Giving

### Leaders and Helpers

- Leader Planbooks*  
  - _____ Skipper   _____ Scooter
- Kid’s Handbooks*  
  - _____ Skipper   _____ Scooter
- Bible Story Visuals**  
  - _____ Skipper   _____ Scooter
- Skippy the Story-Telling Puppet*  
- Leader Welcome Kit*  
- Basic Training Workbook for Pioneer Clubs Leaders†  
- T-Shirts (Navy Distressed Logo, Purple Distressed Logo, Theme Verse, Skipper, Scooter)*  
  - _____ AS   _____ AM   _____ AL   _____ AXL   _____ A2XL   _____ A3XL
- Service Pins*  
  - _____ 2-Year   _____ 3-Year   _____ 4-Year  
  - _____ 5-Year   _____ 10-Year

### Kids

- Kid’s Handbooks*  
  - _____ Skipper   _____ Scooter
- T-Shirts (Skipper, Scooter)*  
  - _____ YXS^   _____ YS   _____ YM   _____ YL
- Club Crest*  
- Memory Verse Stickers  
- Iron-on Award Sets  
- Activity Stickers  

*We consider these items essential for running club.
†These items do not need to be purchased every club year.
^YXS T-Shirts are only available in the Skipper T-Shirt.